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Abstract 

Purpose of the article With the expansion and use of computers and the Internet in everyday life, there has also 

been an increase in their abuse. The system connection by the Internet increases vulnerability of the connected 

networks and computers as well as the danger of information abuse or loss, e.g. through computer viruses. As the 

operating systems are becoming more complicated and complex, it is a bigger challenge for virus authors to attack 

these systems. In this paper, we formulate a model of computer virus spreading, inspired by the SIR dynamic 

epidemic model. 

Methodology/methods The theory is briefly explained in the opening part and serves as a basis for formulation 

of the relationships between the quantities investigated in the paper. The results are demonstrated on particular 

examples and the behaviour of the model is presented using computer simulation. The solution incorporates the 

theory of mathematical analysis and ordinary differential equations. 

Scientific aim The authors’ aim is to analyse the computer virus spread model as a system of non-linear differential 

equations and verify its solvability.  

Findings The proposed model is based on a system of non-linear differential equations and allows a qualitative 

view of its behaviour, simulated by Maple and graphically presented in the application part, for various input 

values. 

Conclusions These days, all users should be familiar with computer security and data protection. The users should 

know how to protect and secure their data. This requires the knowledge of behaviour of various types of harmful 

software. Thus the model we have designed may significantly contribute to formulation of a defence strategy 

against computer virus spreading. 
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Introduction 

In today’s society, computers have become an integral part of life. As computers and the Internet are used more 

extensively in everyday life, there has also been an increase in their abues, in particular in the form of a risk of 

device infection by a harmful code. We use the computer today in nearly all activities – in communication, contract 

conclusion, etc. Therefore we must be aware of the importance of computer safety and data protection. Users these 

days are threatened by ever new infiltrations and the attackers' resourcefulness is infinite. For this reason, computer 

security should not be the sole interest of companies but also of common users who should protect their data 

susceptible to abuse.  

The computer viruses have reached the current form by a long process of evolution. New trends have been added 

in the course of the development, adjusting to new technologies and types of operating systems. In this paper, we 

formulate a model of computer virus spreading, inspired by the SIR dynamic epidemic model. The model is 

described by a system of non-linear differential equations and allows a qualitative view of its behaviour, simulated 

by Maple and graphically presented in the application part, for various input values. The au-thors' aim is to analyse 

the computer virus spread model as a system of non-linear differential equations and verify its solvability. 

1 Literature Review 

Computer viruses are harmful codes or programs that may replicate and spread through cable or wireless 

connection. With an increasing number of internet applications, computer viruses are a big threat to our work and 

everyday life. With the introduction of the Internet of Things and 5G, the threat is becoming more and more 

serious. As a result, it is important to understand how computer viruses spread on the Internet and to propose 

effective measures to solve this problem. To achieve this goal, it is advisable to get inspiration from biological 

virus spread in the population, considering their similarity to computer virus spreading (Kephart et al, 1993).  

Mahtematical biological epidemic models have been studied for centuries and already in the mid-18th century, 

David Bernoulli developed one of the first known models inspired by the smallpox virus (Bernoulli, 1760). 

Infectiousness is one of the main common features shared by both computer and biological viruses (Cohen et al, 

1987). 

Based on these facts, some traditional epidemic models have been applied, such as SIRS, SEIR, SEIRS, SEIQV a 

SEIQRS. They display the computer virus spreading as follows: (1) Susceptible persons correspond to non-

infected computers, (2) latent patients correspond to infected computers in which all the viruses are latent, and (3) 

infecting patients correspond to infected computers containing at least one virus. In biological environment, it is 

well known that an infected latent person cannot infect other individuals. However, in the computer environment, 

a latent infected computer can infect other computers, e.g. through file copies or downloads. Un-fortunately, all 

previous computer virus models have not taken this passive infectiousness into account. A reasonable virus 

computer model should assume that both defective and latent computers are infectious (Yang et al, 2013). 

The development and analysis of mathematical models of these systems can allow understanding of virus 

spreading behaviour, which can bring long-term benefits for the society as a whole. Several traditional epidemic 

models used for describing the spreading of harmful files – viruses are described below: 

• SIR (susceptible-infected-removed) is strictly based on the biological SIR model. This method is 

restricted to cases when all community members demonstrate the same level of susceptibility to the 

dis-ease at the beginning (Kermack et al, 1927). 

• A fundamental model on which many other models are based is SIS (susceptible-infected-

susceptible). In the basic SIS model, in every step, every single node or agent is either infected or 

susceptible to infection. Any other agent can be infected by the adjacent agents with a given infection 

rate β, where the network graph structure determines the connection between the individual agents, 

and therefore plays a direct role in facilitating or preventing infection spread. An infected agent can 

be cured with a certain rate of treatment δ, by which it returns to the initial susceptibility state. The 

first SIS model was developed in the mid-20th century by Kermack and McKendrick (Kermack et 

al, 1932).  

• The SEI model (susceptible, exposed, infected) is an adjusted version of the SEI epidemiology model. 

This model assumes virus spread through P2P (peer to peer) network and classifies each role as one 

of three categories based on the number of shared infected files (Thommes et al, 2005). 
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• SEIR (susceptible, exposed, infected, recovered) is a disease spread model with an exponential demo-

graphic structure with a natural mortality constant and excessive mortality rate in infectious 

individuals (Yan et al, 2006). 

• SEIRS (susceptible, exposed, infected, recovered, susceptible) is formulated by transmission of 

harmful objects within the computer network with a mortality rate different from an attack of a 

harmful object and a mortality rate constant for infectious nodes. Death of a computer network node 

also means isolation of the node from the computer network, which carries on spreading harmful 

objects even if an antivirus software is operating constantly (Mishra et al, 2007).  

• By extending the SEIRS model and implementing a new quarantine section, Mishra and Jha 

described the SEIQRS epidemic model. An undesirable file (such as a virus infected file or another 

harmful object) is moved by the quarantine to a folder that is not easily accessible by ordinary file 

ad-ministration tools (Mishra et al, 2010).  

• The SEIQV (susceptible, exposed, infected, quarantined, vaccinated) epidemic model combines 

vaccination and dynamic quarantine methods (Wang et al, 2010). 

• SLBS (uninfected computers, latent internal computers, breaking-out computers) is a computer 

model with a gradual treatment speed. It is a dynamic model characterizing computer virus spreading 

by the Internet, under two assumptions: (1) the computer has infectiousness as soon as it is infected, 

and (2) latent computers have lower treatment rate than attacked computers (Yang et al, 2013). 

The current development in the area focuses on virus spreading in various conditions, when a large number of 

derived models have been proposed. These include mostly parameter optimization for the individual model 

situations and their dynamization. 

(Chen et al, 2015) for instance, propose a delayed SLBS computer virus model. Using an optimal management 

strategy, they present an optimal strategy minimizing the total number of computer failures and costs related to 

toxication or detoxication. (Hong et al, 2015) proposed that node mobility in heterogeneous networks will affect 

the epidemic process. (Yun-Peng et al, 2017) proposed a dynamic information transfer model based on social 

impact elements. (Zhang et al, 2018) propose a new virus spreading model based on partial immunization and 

immune invalidity in a complex network. The new model is based on a combination of the SIS, SIR and SIRS 

models included in a partial loop of the model, the model is referred to as SISRS. Virus spreading in dynamic 

graph structure is discussed by (Pare Philip et al, 2018). The extended the studied SIS models to time-variable 

graphical structures and considered additional stochastic uncertainties. This extension makes the models more 

realistic an provides advanced knowledge on virus spreading on a larger scale of settings. (Li et al, 2019) examines 

threshold dynamics and ergodicity of the SIRS stochastic epidemic model with a disease transmission rate 

controlled by semi-Markov process. The semi-Markov process is used here for the description of randomly 

changing environment, which is very extensive. 

2 Virus Spread Model 

The mathematical models of space-time infectious disease spread help to reveal the causes of the disease origin 

and most often epidemic spread 1. Epidemiology employs models allowing the infection spread to be monitored 

during interactions among people present in a space or social network. A frequent goal is to establish the critical 

parameter values at which epidemics start spreading in the population. Apart from the usual use, the 

epidemiological models can also be used to model fundamentally close processes, such as fire spreading, plant 

invasion in unoccupied spaces, food chain dynamics, etc. 

Let us start with the following virus dynamic model: 
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𝑑𝑆(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼 − 𝛽𝑆(𝑡) − 𝑦𝑆(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡) 

(1) 𝑑𝐼(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑦𝑆(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡) − 𝛿𝐼(𝑡) 

𝑑𝑅(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜇𝑅(𝑡) + 𝜌𝐼(𝑡) 

where S(t), I(t) and R(t) mark healthy cells, infected cells and free virus, constant α represents the level of cell 

regeneration, β, δ, μ mark the death rate of healthy cells, infected cells and free viruses. Y is a parameter of the 

degree of contact between healthy and infected population. 
𝜌

𝛿
is the average number of viruses produced by one 

infected cell. 

Since the behaviour of computer viruses is very similar to the behaviour of biological viruses, the computer virus 

spread model may be described as follows:  

𝑑𝐻(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼 − 𝛽𝐻(𝑡) − 𝑦𝐻(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡) 

(2) 𝑑𝐼(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑦𝐻(𝑡)𝐼(𝑡) − (𝜗 + 𝛽)𝐼(𝑡) 

𝑑𝐶(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝛽𝐶(𝑡) + 𝜗𝐼(𝑡) 

where H(t), I(t) and C(t) are numbers of computers divided into three groups, at time t. H(t) is the number of 

healthy computers threatened by infection, I(t) is the number of infected computers and C(t) are "clean" computers 

from which viruses have been removed. 

Constant α represents the speed of connection of external computers in the network, β is the speed of one computer 

removal from the network, υ is the speed of virus removal from one computer, γ is the speed of possible infection 

of a computer connected to the network. 

3 Model Analysis 

3.1 Positive Solution  

For the model to make sense, all classes must be non-negative for each t≥0. 

Clause 1 

The solution of the (H, I, C) system (4) is positive for Ɐt: t>0 

Proof 

a) Let us now assume that H(t) is not always positive, therefore there are t>0 for which H(t)≤0. Since the 

starting conditions (5) of the system (4) imply that at the start the solution t=0 is positive, there must be 

the lowest number t1>0 that H(t1)=0. If we substitute this value in the equation 
𝑑𝐻(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼 − 𝛽𝐼(𝑡) +

𝛾𝐼(𝑡)𝐻(𝑡) the result is 
𝑑𝐻(𝑡1)

𝑑𝑡1
. With regard to the continuity H(t) there is η>0 that for 𝑡 ∊ (𝑡1, 𝑡1 + 𝜂) it is 

H(t)<0. However, then for t1 it is 
𝑑𝐻(𝑡1)

𝑑𝑡1
= 𝛼 ≤ 0, which is disputable. Therefore for each t>0 there is 

H(t)>0. 

b) For I(t) it may be derived from the equation 
𝑑𝐼(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑦𝐼(𝑡)𝐻(𝑡) − (𝜗 + 𝛽)𝐼(𝑡) that 𝐼(𝑡) = 𝑒−(𝜗+𝛽)𝑣 ×

(∫ 𝛾𝑒(𝜗+𝛽)𝐼(𝑣)𝐻(𝑣)𝑑𝑣
𝑢

0
) > 0 

Thus I(t)>0 for each t>0. 
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Let there now be such t2 that C(t2)=0. After insertion in 
𝑑𝐶(𝑡)

𝑑𝑡
= −𝛽𝐻(𝑡) + 𝜗𝐼(𝑡), we get 

𝑑𝐶(𝑡2)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜗𝐼(𝑡2) > 0. 

Analogically to (a), it may be derived that for each t>0 there is C(t)>0. Thus for system (2) it applies that its 

solution the (H, I, C) system is positive for Ɐt: t>0 

3.2 Equilibrium  

Equilibrium refers to a constant differential equation solution. For our model this means that transfers might occur 

between the respective computer groups; however, their sizes remain constant over time. In general, there are two 

model equilibrium types: non-indicative, when the disease/infected computers disappear completely and the 

number of infected individuals is zero, and endemic, which is a state when the disease remains in the population 

but does not spread into an epidemic. 

Equilibriums for our model can be calculated as: 

𝐸0 = (
𝛼

𝛽′
0,0) 

(3) 

𝐸1 = (𝐻 =
𝜗 + 𝛽

𝜗
, 𝐼 =

𝛽

𝜗
× �̃�, �̃� = −

𝛼

𝜗�̃�
+
𝛽

𝛾
) 

3.3 Numerical Experiment  

Mathematic modelling is currently an integral part of various fields of natural, technical, economic and social 

sciences and an important instrument for modelling and simulations of systems, analyses and forecasting of their 

processes, phenomena, behaviour of species and states of societies. The use incorporates present information and 

communication technologies (ICT), in particular application mathematical software (e.g. Maple, Matlab). In this 

chapter, we will simulate various situations that can occur in computer networks and using suitable software, we 

will monitor the behaviour of the system in time. 

3.3.1 Software Used 

For calculation realization, we have selected Maple, which is a computer environment developed at the University 

of Waterloo in Canada, suitable for solving complex mathematical problems. It belongs to a group of computer 

algebra systems, allows solving of problems from various fields of mathematics from basics of linear algebra and 

mathematical analysis, differential and integral count to differential equations, geometry to logic. The system is 

aimed primarily for symbolic operations in mathematics, numerical calculations and graph displays. For the 

solution of ordinary differential equations, we will use the dsolve command and several related commands.  

3.2.2 Example 1 

A situation when a large portion of computers in the computer network have viruses. However, the network 

parameters reflect a situation when the network should gradually stabilize at E0. As we can see in Fig. 1, the system 

positively converges to equilibrium. 

Parameters: α=20; β=4; γ=1,2; d=2 

Initial function values: H=20; I=10; C=1 
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Figure 1 Example 1 

3.3.3 Example 2 

A situation when the majority of computers in the network are "healthy", only one computer is infected. The 

network parameters reflect a situation when the network should gradually stabilize at E1. As we can see in Fig. 2, 

the system positively converges to equilibrium, as expected. 

Parameters: α=4; β=0,3; γ=1,2; d=12 

Initial function values: H=12; I=1; C=0 
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Figure 2 Example 2 

3.3.4 Example 3 

A situation when the majority of computers in the network are "healthy", only one computer is infected. The 

network parameters reflect a situation when the network should gradually stabilize at E1. As we can see in Fig. 3, 

the system positively converges to equilibrium, as expected. 

Parameters: α=4; β=0,3; γ=1,2; d=12 

Initial function values: H=2; I=1; C=10 
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Figure 3 Example 3 

Conclusion 

Together with the increasing need to use computer technology and the increasing computer network integration, 

there is an increased risk of infiltration with one of the ever growing range of emerging viruses. Thus this danger 

should not be underestimated and computer data protection should be of the highest possible quality. If we 

understand how computer viruses can spread in computer network, it will be easier for us to decide what type of 

protection to choose. 
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